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xvii

 This book is about the Aztecs. Or, more precisely, it is about the Mexica. 

In Mesoamerica. During Late Postclassic times. These terms may seem 

straightforward, yet they suff er quite variable use and therefore require some 

clarifi cation. 

  Aztecs 

 This term is particularly troublesome. Found scattered about in various docu-

ments of the sixteenth century, it achieved general usage after Alexander von 

Humboldt popularized it following his 1804 journey to Mexico and the sub-

sequent publication of his adventures (see von Humboldt  1995 ). While used 

variously today,  Aztec  usually refers to the inhabitants of the Basin of Mexico 

during the  Late Postclassic  period (as I use the term here), although it also 

appears in reference specifi cally to the  Mexica . Sometimes the use is restricted 

to Nahuatl speakers (as it is in this book), sometimes not. The  Aztec Empire  is 

equivalent to the empire of the Triple Alliance of Tenochtitlan, Texcoco, and 

Tlacopan, which dominated central Mexico from 1428 to 1521.  Aztec  also 

refers to imperial architectural and artistic styles, as well as to specifi c chrono-

logical periods. Nicholson (1971: 116) reviews its use, fi nally concluding that its 

“continued use … is probably justifi ed by convenience and tradition, even if 

not, in the most technical sense, correct.”  

  Mexica 

  Mexica  were inhabitants of the sister-cities of Tenochtitlan and Tlatelolco. 

Those of Tenochtitlan also came to be called  Tenochca  or  Culhua-Mexica , the 

latter in recognition of their marriage ties to an honorable dynasty of nearby 

Culhuacan. These and other similar names of self-identifi cation refl ected his-

tory, heritage, and cultural and group affi  liations.  

  Mesoamerica 

 This term refers to a culture area, encompassing the parts of Mexico and 

Central America that relied on maize agriculture and experienced the rise and 

  A  WORD ABOUT TERMINOLOGIES   
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xviii A Word about Terminologies

fall of sophisticated civilizations in pre-Columbian times. The area’s boundar-

ies necessarily shifted over time, its northern extremity roughly at the fringe of 

the northern deserts, and its southern area reaching into present-day Honduras 

and El Salvador. 

  Late Postclassic (or Late Aztec) 

  Late Postclassic  designates a time period generally defi ned as 1350 AD to the 

Spanish conquest of the Aztecs in 1521. Immediately preceding this time of 

Aztec domination were the  Middle Postclassic  or  Early Aztec  period (1150–1350 

AD) and the  Early Postclassic  (950–1150 AD) (see  Table 2.1 ; Hodge  1998 : 198–

199; Smith  2003d : 30).    
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xix

  The language spoken by the sixteenth-century Aztecs was Nahuatl (NA-watl), 

called Classical Nahuatl by modern linguists. This language has persevered, 

albeit with fi ve hundred years of linguistic change, and today is spoken by 

approximately 1.5 million persons in Mexico, many of whom call their lan-

guage Mexicano (Me-shee-KA-no). The various dialects of this modern lan-

guage, along with colonial written sources, off er clues to the pronunciation of 

the earlier language. 

 The word  Nahuatl  is one of a cluster of words referring to good sounds 

(for instance, “ nauatini : cosa que tiene claro y buen sonido” – “something that 

has a clear and good sound”; Molina  1970 : 63v). In essence, it means clear 

and understandable speech. The pre-Spanish Aztecs used a glyphic writing 

system that contained some phonetic elements (see  Chapter 7 ), and after the 

Spanish arrival the Roman phonetic alphabet was applied to Nahuatl. The ear-

liest Nahuatl alphabetic records derive from the Cuernavaca region (late 1530s, 

early 1540s) and were probably based on canons developed by a Franciscan 

friar but actually written by various indigenous individuals (Lockhart  1992 : 

335). A profusion of Nahuatl alphabetic documents of many types followed 

during the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries (see  Chapter 1 ). These documents 

help us interpret actual speech patterns, since although “the system the friars 

taught the Nahuas was far from a perfect vehicle for recording the spoken lan-

guage … it was nothing to be ashamed of” (Lockhart  1992 : 337). 

 On the basis of ethnographic and ethnohistoric sources, Classical Nahuatl 

pronunciation would have followed these general rules:

   1.     With very few exceptions, stress or emphasis was on the next-to-last 

syllable of a word.  

  2.     Vowels were pronounced approximately as indicated here (this is consid-

erably simplifi ed, as Nahuatl vowels were, additionally, long and short):  

   a   as in English  p a lm   acatl  (A-catl): reed  

   e   as in English  b e t   tepetl  (TE-petl): hill  
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   i   as in English  s ee    chilli  (CHEE-lee): chile  

   o   as in English  s o    tochtli  (TOCH-tlee): rabbit  

  (Note:  o  and  u  often appear interchangeably in written documents, and 

the actual pronunciation may have been intermediate between the two 

sounds: e.g.,  tochtli/tuchtli ,  Colhuacan/Culhuacan. )  

  Combinations of  hu-  and  qu - with another vowel were common. These 

were pronounced as follows:  

   hua   as in English   wa nder   huacalli  (wa-KA-lee): large basket  

   hue   as in English   wa y   huexolotl  (way-SHO-lotl): turkey  

   hui   as in English   wee k   ihuitl  (EE-weetl): feather  

   qua   as in English   qua lity   qualli  (KWA-lee): good  

   que   as in English   ke pt   quechtli  (KECH-tlee): neck  

   qui   as in English   ke y   quiahuitl  (kee-A-weetl): rain  

  3.     Most consonants were pronounced as in English or Spanish. Signifi cantly 

diff erent ones were:  

   ll   similar to English  fi  ll   calli  (KA-lee): house  

  but held longer  

   tl   is a single sound, a   t   coyotl  (KO-yotl): coyote  

   followed by a soft   l   

   tz   as in English  ca ts    tzontli  (TSON-tlee): hair  

   x   as in English   sh e   xochitl  (SHO-cheetl): fl ower  

   z   as in English   s illy   mazatl ,  ma ç atl  (MA-satl): deer  

   c   before an  a, o,  or    cacahuatl  (ka-KA-watl): cacao bean  

   consonant =   k   

   c   before an  e  or  i  =   s    ticitl  (TEE-seetl): physician  

  The  tl  at the end of words posed particular diffi  culties for the early 

Spaniards in Mexico, who often replaced it with their more comfortable 

Spanish  te . So, for example,  ocotl  (O-kotl: pinewood) became  ocote ,  tecolotl  

(te-KO-lotl: owl) became  tecolote , and  xitomatl  (shee-TO-matl: tomato) 

became  tomate.   

  4.     Nahuatl has a glottal stop. This is a “catch” in speech sounding like 

“uh uh” in English. In many cases it appears that the early Spaniards 

in Mexico did not hear or recognize the sound, as it only occasionally 

appeared in written form. When they did include it, they typically indi-

cated it with an  h . For instance,  ohtli  (road) is most often written  otli , 

 ozomahtli  (monkey) as  ozomatli , and so on.    

 In sixteenth-century Europe, spelling rules were, to say the least, rather fl ex-

ible. Colonial documents written in Nahuatl also followed this spelling fl uidity. 

For example, the name of the ruler Motecuhzoma (Mo-tek’w-SO-ma) is var-

iously seen as Moctezuma, Montecuzoma, Mohtecuzoma, Motecuhzoma, and 

Montezuma, among other creative spellings.  
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